Introduction
Senior living communities have used wander management solutions for many years. These solutions have addressed the central challenge of safeguarding wander-prone residents while preserving their dignity and mobility. Yet wander management solutions have been “industrial grade”—focusing on function more than form.

STANLEY Healthcare’s customers told us what they wanted in a new and different solution. With WanderGuard BLUE—our answer to those requests—we are setting a higher standard for wander management.

Like the solutions that came before, it supports effective monitoring and protection of wander-prone residents. But that’s where the similarities end. WanderGuard BLUE is truly different—and here’s why.

Solving Longstanding Challenges—Setting a New Standard
WanderGuard BLUE takes wander management to a new level of elegance, simplicity and affordability.

ELEGANT DESIGN
Today’s consumers recognize and appreciate great design in everything from their toasters to their smart phones. WanderGuard BLUE reflects this growing awareness of good design—offering senior living communities a solution that is both functional and beautiful.

Unlike many legacy systems, WanderGuard BLUE is designed to detect, avoid, and overcome interferences. Another improvement: It requires minimal wiring and only a small number of sleek and elegant solution components.

As a result, the solution blends seamlessly into your community’s infrastructure. What will stand out to residents and families is freedom of movement and peace of mind—not the equipment that makes it all possible.

Benefits
- Increases resident security
- Improves response time
- Reduces the risk of wandering or elopement
- Provides peace of mind
- Increases resident satisfaction

What will stand out to residents and families is freedom of movement and peace of mind—not the equipment that makes it all possible.
EASY INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION

Whether your community has 10 doors or 100, WanderGuard BLUE makes it faster and easier to get started. In fact, using the WanderGuard BLUE Manager mobile app on a tablet, installation can be completed in about half the time as with a traditional solution. Implementation relies on swipes and taps—no need to use a laptop, physically plug into controllers, interpret overly-complicated wiring diagrams, or manipulate a host of dip switches.

Community-specific configuration is also faster. Use the mobile app to create door profiles that can be applied in a matter of seconds to all door controllers within your community.

What's more, you can program up to 45 staff members—assigning each an individual four-digit code for bypass/access control. The app also makes it easy to establish rules—such as daytime and nighttime schedules, enable loitering and door ajar events, and trigger an output in case of event/mode change—to meet your community's needs.

UNPARALLELED EASE OF USE

In many senior living communities, staff share a single code for controlling doors and bypassing the wander management system. Any time there is a change in staff, the code must be updated—with all hardware changed and all employees informed. In reality, however, the code may persist long after staff members resign or are let go. That can create very real security risks for residents as well as staff.

Because it enables individual codes, WanderGuard BLUE avoids those risks. The app enables you to quickly make changes to the user population without disrupting day-to-day operations. You can also implement changes to all door controllers with the speed and ease you expect from a well-designed mobile app.

Another area where WanderGuard BLUE breaks new ground: tag testing. With legacy systems, staff typically had to physically locate and bring each resident to a workstation to check their tag. WanderGuard BLUE's wireless detector makes it possible to check tag status and battery level simply by walking near a tagged resident. Tag testing is now fast, efficient and unobtrusive.

MORE—FOR LESS

When it comes to wander management, WanderGuard BLUE truly gives you more: Elegant design. Streamlined installation and configuration. Simpler day-to-day management. Plus the ability to implement both wander management and general access control within your community—and the opportunity to leverage the Arial® Emergency Call Platform for integrated wander management alerts and sophisticated reporting and audit capabilities.

While you might assume that you would pay more to get more, that isn't the case with WanderGuard BLUE. Its pricing is far more favorable than most legacy systems—making world-class wander management affordable and accessible to senior living communities of virtually any size.
Component Overview

Door Controller
Directly controls the door lock. Can be controlled via user credentials or indoor and outdoor keypads, and can be installed on the wall above the door, or on the ceiling above an exit.

Indoor Keypad
Access a door with visitor, bypass or user PIN codes. Simple display shows system status, errors, events, time and day information. Includes a buzzer that can be activated upon alarm and events.

Manager
Wirelessly manages Door Controller Settings, Day-Night schedule, Events, Users, and more. Allows configuration of a Door Controller to be copied and then pasted on other controllers. Easily scan for Tags and Door Controllers within range and display their status.

Resident Tag
One of the smallest wander management tags on the market. Low Frequency receiver and Bluetooth® Low Energy (BLE) transmitter. Your choice: a standard 90-day battery or the industry’s only 3-year battery.

Outdoor Keypad
Powered by the door controller. Connected by Wiegand protocol. UL294 certified.

Detector
Conveniently activate tags and check tag battery levels.
Why Wait for a New Approach to Wander Management?

WanderGuard BLUE is now available—so you can put the industry’s newest wander management solution to work within your senior living community. To get started today, reach out to seniorliving@stanleyhealthcare.com or call STANLEY Healthcare at 1-888-716-0077.

STANLEY Healthcare is proud to join in the fight against Alzheimer’s disease by donating a portion of WanderGuard BLUE sales to support the Alzheimer’s Association®. For every WanderGuard BLUE sale from now until June 30, 2018, STANLEY Healthcare will donate $250 to the Alzheimer’s Association, up to a maximum of $50,000.

About STANLEY Healthcare

STANLEY Healthcare provides over 5,000 acute care hospitals and 12,000 long-term care organizations with enterprise solutions that create a safe, secure and efficient healthcare experience across life’s stages. The STANLEY Healthcare solution set enables customers to achieve organizational excellence and superior care in critical areas: Patient/Resident Safety, Security & Protection, Environmental Monitoring, Clinical Operations & Workflow and Supply Chain & Asset Management. These solutions are complemented by STANLEY Healthcare's By Your Side™ Lifetime Customer Care commitment to ensure that every customer achieves success and realizes the full value of their investment, through consulting, training, implementation and integration services. STANLEY Healthcare is proud to be part of Stanley Black & Decker, Inc. For more information, visit www.stanleyhealthcare.com. Follow STANLEY Healthcare on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and YouTube.